Shandong University, the fruit of the event, is the second-oldest university in China.

By ZHAO RUIXUE

Shandong University is one of the world’s leading universities and institutions to promote the study of Chinese history and culture.

“Based in Shandong province, one of the origins of the Chinese civilization, Shandong University has long been known for its strength in literature, history and research history and has major studies involving international influences, which form a basis for global cooperation,” said Zhang Rong, a professor at the university.

The university has decided to capture the essence of Chinese history and culture and show the world.” Zhang said.

The university is working on the establishment of a history department and interacting with the world’s top universities and institutions.

“The alliance’s headquarters in our university is planned to be built in the second half of this year. One of its important works is to collect and study China’s ancient and rare writings and discover their modern value,” said Zhang.

He said that the Harvard-Yenching Institute at Harvard University has confirmed its participation. Dozens of other world-class universities, including Oxford, the University of Tokyo, the University of Vienna and Leiden University, have also expressed their interest in joining the alliance. Some universities have already carried out a master’s course covering Chinese archaeology.
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“I think the international conference cooperation benefits a lot and helps us learn many advanced research methods and technology,” Feng said.

Feng, head of the school of history and culture at Shandong University, said it will help develop academic research and even the inheritances of the Chinese civilization.

Wang added.
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